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ADULT DEVELOPMENT AND Ageing makes it simpler to study and learn. Learning objectives, concept checks, review
queries (organized by topic heading for quick review), and key terms (with definitions) help you focus on what's
essential in each chapter. This best-selling development text can help you connect what you're learning with real life
while providing you with the tools you should be successful in your course.
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Great setup. Interesting and relevant articles. The diagrams presented had been mediocre at best and sometimes even
hard to interpret. If one does not call these events as crisis, I am uncertain what is a crisis. I loved the set up of each
chapter--each chapter starts with real life illustrations of people linked to the issues/concepts of the chapter.It had
been required, nonetheless it was also very useful. I still sometimes wish that I hadn't sold it back at the end of the
semester. Outdated Material I actually also purchased this reserve for a graduate class and was surprised that the
amount of writing was more comparable to my freshman 12 months textbooks. Of all the textbooks I purchased for my
undergraduate level, this is among few that I actually go through, almost in its entirety. The many frustrating aspect of
this text message is that the studies utilized to validate the author's viewpoints (which there are various)are several
years old. The section of ladies in the workforce cited work from 1976!. So overall graded it It is alright. I noticed the
purchase price for a fresh book was around $150. Thankfully, I purchased it used, but even so it was a waste of money. I
hope later on professors will take additional time to ensure the texts they make use of in class reflect current findings
without subjecting learners to the viewpoints of the written text author whether they be liberal or conservative. Not just
for students! It really is a text book, but any one who comes with an elderly parent must buy this book An Undergraduate
Text I purchased this book for a graduate level adult development psychology course. After reading the first chapter I
was instantly disappointed at the level this book was written. It really is clearly an undergraduate text. Actually at the
graduate level it did minimally expand my understanding. If this publication was used in an undergraduate context, this
publication would be an excellent resource for aging and adult development.The book is written in an easy to read
manner, with color pages and some graphs and pictures. The authors execute a good work explaining their concepts in
semi-technical conditions. There are parts of the paragraphs repeated, numbers of charts usually do not match. Product
came as advertised Book came while advertised. I perceive the bias clouded the authors objectivity..in a used condition.
The facts presented in the reserve were good (this component I liked it). Look at the job reduction data, divorce rates -
they either hover at the 40s or take place not definately not them in the 50s. Thanks for making my semester a little
less expensive! Boring style. Book Good quality Feedback Great quality for the price! The book is okay besides that.. I
think it is easier to read study papers than that. Had to utilize this book for college and it did . Overall, a good resource
for undergrad college students! Lots of contradictions, dilemma, and inconsistencies. Boring style. Simple matters are
made complicated. Thank you! Very well written! Love all the chapters I've go through so far! The reserve came in an
exceedingly nice condition and experienced no scuff marks or bent down webpages etc.The book is written as if someone
was paid by the number of words and have not reviewed it before the deadline. Damaged The book arrived with a tear all
along the spine of the book. But, a lot of the research was around 10-15 years old. Had to use this book for school and it
did its job but it had not been the most interesting book. I find it simpler to read research ... Publication came in great
condition Exactly what I necessary for class. Four Stars Very insightful. Could be better Compared to Laura Berk, the
authors writing style and book structure makes it less interesting and the stream of concepts less cogent (this part I
don't like it). It isn't perfect. Due to the fact we reside in a society that's undergoing considerable change due to the
Baby Boomer era I found this unacceptable in a textbook. Author design bias the narrative relatively. The part I came
across to become divergent to my observations is found in Chapter 8 where the authors debunked the notion of midlife
crisis with analysis evidence conducted. My self in middle adult hood and seeing my peers, cannot but conclude that the
period of lifestyle in the 40s are fraught with external (environmental) and inner (physical) issues that peaks
comparatively to the prior stages of adulthood. Actually the authors themselves in earlier chapters have identified that
getting into the 40s marks a significant threshold for an array of down trending physical changes.. Corners are tearing
and binding can be coming aside a bit but also for the price I got for it, it beats 300 dollars for a fresh one so I'm not
complaining! I learned therefore much about aging out of this book and my eyes were opened to many things I should
take more seriously about my health and working with the elderly. We do not need a bunch of study to convince us of
the reality of such pain. Four Stars You'll definitely need this for school.
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